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Temporal analysis of the multifocal cortical visual evoked potential (VEP) was studied using 
pseudo-random (m-sequence) achromatic stimulation. The effects of variation of luminance 
contrast on the first-order response were complex. At low to mid contrasts (<60%), a wave doublet 
(P100-NII5) predominated. A second wave complex (NI00-P120-N160) dominated at high 
contrasts. The second-order responses, however, showed an extremely simple variation with 
luminance contrast. Intrinsic differences in the adaptation time of the generators of these two 
components caused a distinct separation in the slices of the second-order response. A rapidly 
adapting nonlinearity saturating at low contrasts was only observable when measuring the 
responses from two consecutive flashes. Its latency coincided with the contrast saturating first-order 
response component. By comparison, the nonlinearity derived from the responses to the stimuli 
with longer interstimulus intervals (second and third slices) yielded a much more linear contrast 
response function with lower contrast gain and latencies, which clearly corresponded to the longer 
latency component of the first-order response. Thus, the second-order esponses how a first slice 
which is predominantly driven by neural elements that have a latency and contrast function that 
mimic those of the magnocellular neurons of the primate LGN and a second slice which is 
dominated by a generator whose properties resemble primate parvocellular function. This division 
into magno and parvocellular contribution to the VEP is based on function (interaction time) as 
distinct from other currently available analyses, with potential for neural analysis of visual disease. 
© 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Functional analysis of the human visually evoked 
potential (VEP) has relied heavily on single cell 
neurophysiological studies in primate. Of particular 
interest has been the assessment of the contributions of 
the magnocellular (M) and parvocellular (P) pathways to 
the VEP. However, it has not been possible to 
simultaneously separate their contributions. Thus, the 
method of approach as been to use differential stimulus 
conditions which predominantly favour one or the other 
pathway (Spekreijse t al., 1973, 1977; Bach & Gerling, 
1992; Thompson & Drasdo, 1992; Rabin et al., 1994; 
Vassilev et al., 1994; Baseler et al., 1994; Baseler et al., 
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1995; Valberg & Rudvin, 1995; Kubova et al., 1995). 
The segregation between M and P systems is seen 
anatomically at the level of the retinal ganglion cells, the 
lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) and the input layers of 
primary visual cortex but is less obvious in higher cortical 
visual areas, where there appears to be considerable 
cross-talk (Maunsell, 1992), making an identification of 
separate cortical streams omewhat more difficult than 
originally envisaged (Livingstone & Hubel, 1987). Both 
physiologically and psychophysically (Lee et al., 1990), 
the properties of the two pathways are very distinctive. 
The P pathway exhibits sustained response to light onset 
or offset at the level of ganglion cells and LGN (Gouras, 
1968), and temporally low-pass (corner frequency 5-  
10 Hz) cortical processing (Lee et al., 1990). The neurons 
of the P pathway are colour opponent with the receptive 
field centres of P ganglion cells receiving input from only 
one cone type (Schiller & Logothetis, 1990). By 
comparison, the M pathway is more transient with a 
band-pass temporal characteristic, having a maximal 
sensitivity at 10-20 Hz (Kremers et al., 1992). The 
neurons of the M pathway are spectrally broad band. The 
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The method of pseudo-random ( -sequence) stimula- 
tion is becoming increasingly popular in visual research 
not only in clinical areas such as multifocal ERG and 
VEP (Hare & Long, 1995; Kondo et al., 1995; Reichel et 
al., 1995), but also in the study of single-cell physiology 
(Crewther & Crewther, 1993; Alonso et al., 1995). One 
of the main advantages of this technique is the means it 
provides to investigate the temporal domain of the visual 
process by computation of a series of temporally linear 
and nonlinear kernels (loosely referred to as the first- and 
second-order " esponses"). We have used this technique 
to demonstrate separate nonlinearities, showing that 
contrast responses indicative of magnocellular and 
parvocellular function can be recorded. 
FIGURE 1. Stimulus hexagons u ed for the VERIS system. Sixty-one 
equal sized hexagons (4 deg across in most experiments) were 
stimulated in a binary fashion, alternating between black and white, 
each following a temporally pseudo-random (but deterministic) 
sequence. Approximately half of the hexagons change state for each 
frame of the display monitor. Through aprocess of cross-correlation of 
the input sequences with the potential recorded, the responses 
associated with each of the stimulus patches can be extracted as a 
series of first- and second-order k rnels. 
other characteristic feature of this functional dichotomy 
between the M and P pathways is a functional difference 
in luminance contrast sensitivity (Hawken & Parker, 
1984; Shapley, 1990; Purpura et al., 1988; Hubel & 
Livingstone, 1990). The contrast sensitivity of the M 
pathway (from magnocellular-projecting ganglion cells 
of retina through magno-laminae of LGN to magno- 
recipient layers of striate cortex) is much higher (at low 
contrasts) than that of the P pathway, where most cells do 
not respond well to contrasts lower than 10-20% (Lee, 
1993). 
Visual evoked potentials (VEPs) are a common means 
of investigating cortical mechanisms of vision. To date, 
most research as used pattern stimulation, while VEP 
responses to diffuse luminance changes have been largely 
ignored (Givre et al., 1994). It has been proposed that the 
differences in the waveform of the VEP, under conditions 
which favour one or the other pathway, reflect the 
different levels of involvement of the P and M pathways 
(Vassilev et al., 1994; Valberg & Rudvin, 1995; Bach & 
Gerling, 1992; Rabin et al., 1994; Thompson & Drasdo, 
1992). However, all of these attempts have had to make 
parametric arguments to separate the putative magnocel- 
lular and parvocellular components. 
Thus, the aims of this experiment were to investigate 
the responses generated by a multifocal flash stimulus to 
establish whether known differences in temporal re- 
sponse of the neurons of the M and P pathways result in 
separate identifiable contributions to the temporal non- 
linearities of the achromatic VEP. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Subjects 
Four experienced observers volunteered as subjects for 
these non-invasive VEP experiments. Each subject was 
given a full description of the experimental protocols and 
a full visual examination which assessed refractive state, 
visual acuity, colour vision and binocular vision, prior to 
recording. Each was shown to have clinically normal 
vision and to be able to comfortably accommodate onthe 
screen at 30 cm distance. All subjects were below 45 
years of age. 
Stimulat ion 
Black and white visual stimuli were generated on a 
CRT screen (14" Macintosh high resolution display). 
Luminance characteristics of the screen were measured 
using a spectroradiometer (Topcon SP-1). The stimulus 
consisted of 61 hexagons of equal size (see Fig. 1). Each 
hexagon was flashed on and off in a pseudo-random 
sequence (multi m-sequence), from which the individual 
kernels were calculated using cross-correlation of the 
digitized output signal with the input sequences [VERIS 
version 1.2 recording system (EDI)]. For a full descrip- 
tion of the mathematical assumptions underlying the 
technique, see Sutter (Sutter, 1992). Note that while the 
full 61 hexagons were stimulated, only the responses 
recorded from the central stimulus patch were analysed, 
owing to the highly magnified foveal response and to the 
variable efficacy of the generators in the folded cortical 
brain structure contributing to the VEP. 
Contrast of the stimuli varied from 1.1 to 94% 
(Michelson contrast). Mean screen luminance was 
64 cd/m ~. The room lighting was maintained at normal 
level and pupil dilation was not induced. 
Record ing  
The VEP was recorded using a gold cup electrode, 
placed at position Oz referenced to position Fz. The 
ground electrode was placed on the ear. The signal was 
amplified 100,000 times and band-pass filtered between 3
and 100 Hz. The data sampling rate was 500 Hz. Usually 
m = 14 binary stimulation sequences, divided into eight 
slightly overlapping segments, were used. This resulted 
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FIGURE 2. First-order (impulse) responses recorded from the central 
hexagon (size 4 deg) under varying contrast conditions (shown 
alongside ach trace) of two subjects (AK (top) and DC (bottom)). 
The VEP recorded occupied the epoch from 50 to 250 msec after 
stimulus onset, with prominent waveform doublets observed at P(95- 
105)-N(110-120)-P(150-160) at low contrasts and N100-P125-N160 
at high luminance contrasts. The waveform change with increasing 
contrast is quite abrupt, occurring at about 40% luminance contrast. In 
addition, there is an early positivity at around 60-70 msec which 
gradually increases with the level of luminance contrast and which is 
likely to represent afferent activity. 
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FIGURE 3. The high contrast sensitivity of the early (P90-N110) VEP 
complex is confirmed by recordings at low contrast, from 1.1% to 5%. 
A distinctive response may be already seen at 1.1% luminance 
contrast. Subject AK. 
in a recording time of approximately 4 min for each 
stimulus. The distance to the screen was 300 mm, 
corresponding to a total subtense of the stimulus of 
40 deg. The central hexagon subtended approximately 
4 deg. 
The m = 14 stimulus equence used was of total length 
214-1 frames corresponding to 8192 flash repetitions at 
each site during the 4 min recording. As detailed in other 
publications using the m-sequence method (Sutter & 
Tran, 1992; Baseler et al., 1994), the first-order response 
can be thought of as the sum of all responses to a white 
stimulus minus the sum of all responses to a black 
stimulus, i.e., 0.5(Rw--Rb) while the second-order 
response (or second-order kernel, first slice) represents 
the comparison for consecutive frames containing a 
transition to those where no transition occurred, i.e., 
0.25(Rbb +Rww-  Rbw-  Rwb). While the first slice of 
the second-order response relates consecutive frames, the 
second slice compares responses with an extra interven- 
ing frame (summed over all stimulus polarities). Thus, 
the first, second and third slices represent the interaction 
present at a time scale of 15, 30 and 45 msec. 
latency 
0 50 1 O0 150 200 250 300 
mseG 
FIGURE 4. Surface plot of the first-order response showing amplitude 
as a function of contrast and time. The presence of two distinct regions 
(low contrast, high contrast) is readily apparent. 
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FIGURE 5. Second-order responses recorded from the central hexagon with varying levels of contrast using black/white binary 
m-sequence exchange. The waveform graphs (A, B) show the first and second slices of the second-order kernels recorded from 
subject AK. (A) The first slice of the nonlinearity shows a very uniform wave appearance with a rapid increase in amplitude at 
contrasts up to about 24%, with very little change at higher contrasts except perhaps in the width of the major positivity. The 
latency of this peak shows a gradual increase from 85 to 100 msec from 5 to 94% contrast. (B) The second slices of the second- 
order kernels how a triphasic waveform. There is an early, low amplitude positivity, P85 which appears to saturate rapidly, in a 
similar fashion to the first slice, and a wave doublet (NI00-P130) which shows a gradual increase with contrast without 
evidence of saturation. The contrast response functions combining the data of all four subjects differ markedly between the first 
and second slices (error bars show 1 SE). (C) The first slice (peak-to-peak) shows high contrast gain at low contrasts and 
saturates at 40% contrast. In two of the subjects amarked rop in response at the maximum contrast was observed, which is the 
cause of the large error bar for that contrast level. (D) The sccond slice contrast response function [of the wave doublet (NI00- 
P130)] showed a linear response up to the maximum (94%) recorded, however, its contrast gain was not nearly as great. 
RESULTS 
The dependence of the VEP on stimulus contrast--first- 
order response 
The f irst-order responses f rom subjects AK  and DC 
(see Fig. 2) were  typical  of  those recorded f rom all adult 
subjects. Record ings  at nine luminance contrast levels 
ranging f rom 5 to 94% demonstrated a dramat ic  change 
in the signal waveform with st imulus contrast (see Fig. 
2). 
An early smal l  def lect ion was observed,  at 60 -70  msec  
latency, which  increased proport ional ly  to the luminance 
contrast throughout  he range of  contrasts employed  and 
was presumed to be due to the responses f rom cort ical  
afferents on the basis o f  the smal l  response ampl i tude,  the 
short latency (gradual ly increasing for higher contrasts) 
and the apparent fast recovery t ime ( indicated by the very 
smal l  ampl i tude nonl inear i t ies at these latencies). How-  
ever,  the later wave  complex  (80-250  msec)  was the 
most  prominent  feature o f  the VEP  and exhib i ted a much 
more compl icated behav iour  with contrast, analysed in 
detail  below. 
The f irst-order responses how that at low luminance 
contrast (up to about 30%) the VEP  was mainly 
represented by a rapidly growing  tr iphasic wave  complex  
P (95-105) -N( l10 -120) -P (150-160) ,  with a max imum 
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FIGURE 6. Comparison of the VEP peaks in the first- and second- 
order esponses recorded under low [24%, Fig. 6(A)] and high [94%, 
Fig. 6(B)] contrast stimulation from subject AK. It is clear that he 
latency of the first slice of the second-order r sponse corresponds well 
with the early peak of the first-order esponse at low contrast. 
Similarly, the major peak of the second slice of the second-order 
response, particularly obvious at high contrast, corresponds well with 
the dominant peak of the first-order response at high luminance 
contrast. This suggests a connection between the generators of the 
early first-order peak (P90-N 110) and the first slice, second-order peak 
on one hand, and the late first-order peak and the major peak of the 
second-order r sponse. 
amplitude at about 24% contrast. At contrasts above 
40%, the first complex was replaced by a new complex 
with a waves of nearly opposite polarity (N100, P125 and 
N160). This second complex dominated the VEP at all 
higher stimulus contrasts. 
Notice that the response at 43% luminance contrast 
almost vanished as a consequence of cancellation of these 
two wave complexes. The contrast threshold for this focal 
stimulation was less than 1% as shown in Fig. 3, where 
the first-order esponse is shown at contrasts from 1.1 to 
5%. 
Thus, the presence of the two different waveform 
patterns of the first order achromatic VEP makes it 
impossible to measure the amplitude and latency of 
individual peaks throughout the whole contrast spectrum. 
However, within separate luminance contrast regions 
(<32% or >50%) the waveform of the VEP signal seems 
to be constant. This is indicated by dotted (for low 
luminance contrast responses) and dashed (for high 
luminance contrast responses) lines in Fig. 2. A surface 
plot showing the amplitude as a function of contrast and 
latency clearly demonstrated these two distinct amplitude 
regions (see Fig. 4). 
The dramatic hange in topography with contrast and 
the minimal signal recorded at 43% contrast are 
indicative of a complicated interaction between two 
major VEP generators with obviously different contrast 
responses. 
The dependence oftemporal nonlinearities on luminance 
contrast----second-order responses 
The method used in this study allows not only a 
computation of the first-order kernel response but also an 
extraction of a series of nonlinear kernels of second and 
higher orders. The second-order kernel slices contained 
most of the nonlinear responses--hence analysis is 
restricted to a consideration of the first and second slices 
of the second-order kernel. The first slice of the second- 
order response (kernel) corresponds to the difference in 
evoked activity between the condition where two 
consecutive frames possess the same stimulus and where 
there is a transition between black and white on 
successive frames i.e., 0.25(Rbb + Rww-  Rbw-  Rwb) at 
a particular stimulus hexagon location (where Rbw 
represents the response to a black stimulus followed by 
a white stimulus patch in the next frame, and so on) 
(Baseler et al., 1994). 
A marked simplification occurs in the second-order 
responses--unlike the first-order esponses, the wave- 
forms of the various slices maintain their shape and 
latency with increasing stimulus contrast. However, the 
first two slices are markedly different, both in terms of 
response waveform and latency, and also in terms of their 
contrast response functions. The first slice of the second- 
order response shows a simple waveform [see Fig. 5(A)] 
showing high contrast gain, but saturating at mid-level 
luminance contrasts. The amplitude vs contrast curve for 
the first slice averaged over the four subjects [see Fig. 
5(C)] demonstrates that the process of saturation occurs 
at a level of around 43% of contrast. The latency does not 
show any discontinuity (which was so characteristic for 
the first-order response)--instead it gradually (almost 
linearly) grows with contrast from 85 msec at 5% 
contrast to 100 msec at the maximum contrast used 
(94%). 
The unchanged waveforms and smooth changes in 
amplitude and latency lead us to believe that a single 
mechanism dominates the first slice of the second-order 
response. 
The second slice demonstrates a markedly different 
behaviour with stimulus contrast compared with the first 
slice. The amplitude vs contrast graph combining data 
from the four subjects [Fig. 5(D)] approximates linearity 
over the full contrast range used (up to 94% luminance 
contrast). Linear regression for amplitude against con- 
trast showed a correlation coefficient of r 2 = 0.97 for all 
subjects, indicating strong evidence for the lack of 
saturation of this slice. The response latency of the major 
positivity was longer than that of the first slice (about 
120-130msec) and showed a gradual increase with 
contrast (from 120-130 msec). In the recordings from 
some subjects, there is still evidence of a very small 
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F1GURE 7. Results of the subtraction of 2.6 times the first-order 
response at 13% contrast from first-order responses athigher contrast 
(43-94%) results in a waveform with almost constant shape and with 
an amplitude which varies linearly with contrast. This provides further 
evidence that the first-order response can be expressed as a linear 
combination fa contrast aturating and a contrast linear component. 
contribution from a high gain mechanism at low contrast 
with characteristics resembling the first slice, but its 
effects are obscured totally by the non-saturating wave at 
higher contrasts. 
The amplitude of the third slice demonstrated the same 
contrast linearity as the second slice, although the signal 
was smaller and the data were noisier. Also there was no 
evidence for any contribution from the high gain, short 
latency contrast saturating response. 
In order to quantitatively measure the differences in 
contrast dependence between slices we used the semi- 
saturation coefficient, which has been suggested to be the 
most reliable index of sensitivity (Gouras, 1968). From 
Fig. 5(C) it is evident hat the semisaturation coefficient 
for the first slice is approximately 17% contrast. This is in 
close agreement with the values obtained from recordings 
from monkey magnocellular neurons in the lateral 
geniculate nucleus (Lee et al., 1990). The second slice 
showed no indication of saturation in any of the subjects, 
and hence the concept of semisaturation coefficient is not 
applicable. Parvocellular neurons in the monkey genicu- 
late also show no sign of saturation with contrast (Lee et 
al., 1990). 
Comparison of second-order with first-order esponses 
Comparison of the two nonlinear slices of the second- 
order response with the first-order esponse at low [24%, 
Fig. 6(A)] and high contrast [94%, Fig. 6(B)] shows that 
the peak of the first slice of the second-order response 
correlates well in latency with the shorter latency wave of 
the first-order esponse prominent at low contrasts. Also, 
the form of the nonlinearity in the second (and third) slice 
of the second-order response bears a strong resemblance 
to the slower first-order response component which 
becomes prominent at high contrasts. 
Application of a two-component description to the first- 
order response 
The contrast response functions exhibited by the first 
and second slices of the second-order kernel are 
markedly different, but simple in nature. The first-order 
response by comparison is complicated, changing wave- 
form and latency with luminance contrast. However, it is 
quite plausible that the first-order esponse might be the 
linear combination of two waves with similar contrast 
responses to the first and second slices of the second- 
order response, respectively. Given that the contrast gain 
of the second slice of the second-order response (which 
resembles primate LGN parvocellular contrast response) 
is low, while that of the saturating component (resem- 
bling the LGN M component) is high, the first-order 
response obtained at 13% contrast should be dominated 
by the low luminance contrast (M) component with only 
a small contribution from the high luminance contrast (P) 
component. Given that the semisaturation constant for 
the first slice of the second-order response is around 17% 
contrast, then the identification of a common source for 
the saturating first- and second-order responses uggests 
that the saturated contribution of the low luminance 
contrast component to the first-order esponse should be 
2.6 times the 13% contrast trace. The first-order 
responses at all contrast levels (above 43%) were then 
treated by subtraction of 2.6 times the first-order response 
with 13% contrast. The resulting waveforms were 
constant in form and showed linear growth in amplitude 
with contrast (see Fig. 7). This figure shows that the first- 
order responses are well described by a linear combina- 
tion of a contrast saturating and a contrast linear 
component. 
DISCUSSION 
Temporal analysis of the achromatic multifocal VEP 
has demonstrated that both the first- and second-order 
responses can be attributed to the contributions from two 
different neural sources which are characterized by 
different contrast response functions and by different 
latencies to stimulation. In the first-order esponse these 
two contributions sum, showing a dramatic hange in the 
overall waveform as the contrast is varied from low to 
high levels. In the second-order response, however, the 
contributions largely separate into the various slices on 
the basis of interaction time. Thus, the contrast saturating 
response can be considered to demonstrate a rapid 
recovery in function following stimulation, as indicated 
by a major contribution to the first slice but only a small 
contribution to the second slice. The contrast linear 
component dominates the second and later slices and 
probably makes a small contribution to the first slice as is 
evident from the P120 peak broadening at the highest 
contrast [see Fig. 5(A)]. 
On the basis of contrast response demonstrated by 
primate magnocellular nd parvocellular neurons (Lee et 
al., 1990), we suggest the source of the dominant wave of 
the first slice of the second-order response as attributable 
to neurons fed by the M pathway, and the dominant wave 
of the second slice of the second-order response as due to 
cortical excitation fed by the P pathway. 
Such an interpretation would be consistent with the 
difference in interaction times observed--most of the 
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putative M-like nonlinearity resides in the first slice, 
indicating a fast recovery time (defined by the time it 
takes for a second stimulus to evoke exactly the same 
potential as the first). This is also consistent with the 
much higher temporal resolution of putative magnocel- 
lular psychophysical functions such as flicker fusion 
frequency (>40 Hz) compared with parvocellular func- 
tions such as the colour fusion frequency (<15 Hz) 
(although the site of such a temporal filter for P functions 
is still unknown (Snodderly & Gur, 1996). 
The difference in implicit times of the peaks of the first 
and second slices, with the major positivity of the second 
slice about 20 msec delayed with respect o the first slice 
is also consistent with the notion that M pathway activity 
reaches the cortex earlier than that of the P pathway 
(Nowak et al., 1995) and is discussed below together with 
single-cell evidence for and against segregated M and P 
function in cortex. The larger amplitude of the first slice 
compared with that of the second slice may be attributed 
to the much greater sensitivity of M geniculate cells 
compared with P geniculate cells (Kaplan et al., 1990). 
One important issue in deciding the nature of 
generation of the contrast saturating and contrast linear 
components i whether they are caused by independent 
generators, or whether, for instance the second slice 
responses might be generated by a linearizing filter acting 
on a contrast saturating input, as characterized by the first 
slice waveform. A recent preliminary report of the 
development of the temporal nonlinearities in the 
achromatic VEP of children indicates that the second 
slice waveform achieves an adult-like form at a much 
earlier age than that of the first slice, thus suggesting 
independent generation (Crewther et al., 1996a,b). 
Given this interpretation, the complicated first-order 
responses at various levels of luminance contrast can be 
easily understood as a combination of M-like and P-like 
contributions. One of the wave complexes (P100-N115) 
was prominent at low contrast (up to 40% contrast), the 
other (N100-P120-N160) is identifiable above 60% 
contrast and increases in amplitude up to the highest 
possible contrast for our screen (94%). Modelling of 
these two components gave a clear indication that 
subtraction of a saturated response obtained as a multiple 
of the response at low contrast (where M input should 
dominate) from the higher contrast waveforms resulted in 
a wave, constant in shape, which showed a linear increase 
with contrast. The disappearance of various peaks of the 
first-order esponse with change in contrast is thus well 
explained by the interference between the two wave- 
forms, and the explanation of both the first- and second- 
order responses i unified (Shapley & Perry, 1986; Bassi 
& Lehmkuhle, 1990; Kaplan et al., 1990). 
Relation to previous VEP experiments 
Since the pioneering works of Spekreijse and collea- 
gues in the 1970s (Spekreijse et al., 1973, 1977) 
researchers have attempted, using various techniques 
and mathematical procedures, to dissect he human VEP 
waveforms to extract the relative contributions from 
underlying neural mechanisms. Thus, Conte et al. 
employed the method of appearance-disappearance of 
sine-modulated gratings with subsequent Fourier analysis 
of the VEP and found that the first harmonic omponent 
was very sensitive to contrast while the second harmonic 
was much less sensitive and identified these Fourier 
components with magnocellular and parvocellular 
streams, respectively (Conte et al., 1983). 
Thompson and Drasdo studied the contrast dependence 
of positive and negative components of the pattern 
reversal VEP and demonstrated a striking resemblance 
between the contrast response of these components and 
the neural firing rates vs contrast graphs of M and P single 
neurons (Thompson & Drasdo, 1992). 
More recent attempts to separate the contribution of P 
and M channels in the topography of the pattern VEP 
have been made using an iterative latency-adjusted 
averaging procedure (Baseler et al., 1995) which also 
revealed two additive components, the first of which was 
prominent at low contrast and high temporal frequency 
stimulation and consistent with the contribution from the 
M channel, while the second predominated at high 
contrast and low temporal frequency, suggesting a strong 
P contribution. However, the natural separation of almost 
"pure" P and M components in the second-order kernel 
slices, as seen in the multifocal flash VEP, was not 
achieved. 
Single-cell evidence for segregated M and P function in 
cortex 
Recent physiological investigations have provided 
considerable vidence that different cortical areas are 
differentially sensitive to contrast, depending on the 
relative degree of P or M input (Blasdel & Fitzpatrick, 
1984; Hawken et al., 1988; Sclar et al., 1990; Hubel & 
Livingstone, 1990). Thus, Sclar and coworkers (Sclar et 
al., 1990) demonstrated that the value of the semisatura- 
tion constant in striate area V1 resembles a combination 
of those for P- and M-cells, while in area MT (with a 
predominant contribution from M-cells) the semisatura- 
tion constant has a very low value, in the order of 10%. 
Hubel and Livingstone also found more cells with higher 
contrast sensitivity in magno-projecting areas of striate 
cortex (layers 4C~ and 4B) than in parvo-projecting 
layers [layer 4Cfl, layers 2, 3 (interblob)] (Hubel & 
Livingstone, 1990). Furthermore, cells with high contrast 
sensitivity demonstrated a large attenuation of response 
at equiluminance, as is characteristic of magnocellular 
neurons. 
The present study demonstrated a shorter latency for 
the high contrast gain wave complex and a faster 
adaptation time as shown by its chief second-order 
contribution to the first slice of the second-order 
responses, suggesting a similar generator to the striate 
cortical cells described by Maunsell and Gibson, which 
had the shortest latencies and most transient responses 
(Maunsell & Gibson, 1992) and which were found in 
layer 4C~ (i.e., magno-projecting layers). 
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Anatomical  evidence for  differences in contrast 
sensitivity. Evidence for anatomical segregation of  M 
and P contributions to cortex comes from C14-2 deoxy-D- 
glucose (2DG) uptake studies (Tootell et al., 1988), 
which showed clear distinctions in cerebral glucose 
utilization depending on the luminance contrast levels. 
The projections of M and P information in monkey from 
LGN appear to remain mainly segregated, in terms of 
contrast processing, in their passage through striate 
cortex, and into different extrastriate areas. Low contrast 
stimuli (8%) elicited 2DG uptake only in magnocellular 
projecting layers (4C~, 4B and 6) of V1. Higher contrast 
(38% and above) stimuli produced responses in all 
cortical layers including those receiving parvocellular 
projections, while medium stimulus contrasts (18%) 
showed a greater uptake for the magno-driven layers. 
The authors also noted the high contrast sensitivity 
(through high uptake at low luminance contrast) of the 
mainly magno-driven area MT and a low contrast 
sensitivity in the parvo-projecting part of  area V2 (pale 
stripe regions). Their anatomical estimate of the semi- 
saturation constant was about 10% for magnocellular 
pathway-dominated areas. These data parallel our 
observations in establishing two cortical generators with 
different contrast gain capacity. Moreover, the semisa- 
turation constants for deoxyglucose uptake for magno- 
cellular areas and for the physiologically defined first 
slice second-order nonlinearity demonstrate striking 
agreement. 
The recent detailed study of the projection of magno- 
and parvocellular geniculate neurons to striate cortex 
(Yoshioka et al., 1994) also confirmed that at least in the 
input layer of V1 (layer IVC) the M and P channels 
remain largely separated. This fact makes the cells of 
layer IVC a likely major contributor to the VEPs recorded 
in this study, together with the absence of orientation 
selectivity for the receptive fields [in contrast with higher 
levels of visual cortex (Mason & Kandel, 1991)], creating 
a higher probability of response to non-oriented hex- 
agonal flashed stimuli. Also the greater degree of  cross- 
talk at higher cortical processing levels (Levitt et al., 
1994) would make a mixed response from such higher 
cortical cells more likely. 
CONCLUSION 
Thus, a new technique of temporal analysis of the VEP 
responses from achromatic multifocal stimulation results 
in an automatic separation into separate slices of the 
second-order response of the contributions identified as 
being from the M-like and P-like pathways. The 
identification of the neural source of  origin was based 
on the contrast response functions of  the two slices which 
match data from the primate visual system for the magno- 
and parvocellular pathways. The implications for clinical 
electroencephalography are obvious, with a new-found 
ability to clearly diagnose and monitor large-fibre retinal 
diseases through alterations in the nature of  the first and 
second slices of the second-order VEP responses. 
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